ISAF Regulations, Definitions

Delete the Definition of Event Measurer

A submission from the Koninklijk Nederlands Watersport Verbond

Purpose or Objective

The purpose of this submission is to delete the word “Event Measurer” from the list of definitions.

Proposal

Delete definition Event Measurer in the Regulations:

| Event Measurer | Event Measurer in accordance with the Equipment Rules of Sailing C 4.6 is "A measurer appointed by a race committee" |

This submission should be read in conjunction with submission 218-15 to add new RRS 92. In that submission it is proposed to define an equipment inspection committee in the RRS.

Current Position

As above

Reasons

1. The reference to ERS C.4.6 is no longer valid. In the 2005-2008 edition of the ERS the term Event Measurer was changed into Equipment Inspector.

2. In the list of definitions no other race official is defined other than with the general term “ISAF Race Official”

3. In a related submission it is proposed to allocate the task of equipment inspection or event measurement to an equipment inspection committee (this is equivalent to the allocation of the task of conducting races to a race committee or the task of dealing with protests and redress to a protest committee) and to define the appointment and task of such an equipment inspection committee in the RRS.

4. In this related submission it is also proposed to refer in all cases to a committee instead of a person in charge of equipment inspection or event measurement and to replace all other terms in use for person(s) in charge of any form of equipment inspection or event measurement by only one term, the new defined term “equipment inspection committee”.

5. If the term “equipment inspection committee” is defined and included in the RRS replacing all other terms in use for person(s) in charge of any form of equipment inspection or event measurement, the definition of event measurer in the Regulations should be deleted to avoid any conflict between rules.